
AUSTRALIA prides itself on
being a nation of sports-
mad people.
There are hundreds of
popular sports that are
regularly played on a week-
ly basis in season, like
cricket, the four codes of
footy, tennis, basketball and
netball. Aside from these
sports there are some rath-
er unusual ones.

AUSSIE RULES
One of the greatest games
that makes our country un-
ique is Australian Rules
football. It is a game of speed,
kicking, ball control and
fierce tackling that originat-
ed on Aussie soil.
Over time the sport has
had many influences and has
developed in to the game we
see today.
The origins of Australian
Rules football are linked to
the indigenous game of
“marngrook” played with
balls made from possum
skins and the early forms of
rugby played in England.
After the first experimen-
tal match was played in Yarra
Park, Melbourne in 1858, a
set of formalised rules were
drawn up in 1859 by a group
of four men who were keen to
create a game “we can call
our own”.

How to Play
● A game of Aussie
rules is played be-
tween two teams on an
oval field between
135m and 185m in
length and 110m and
155m in width.
● Each team has 18 players
with four interchange players.
● The game is played over
four quarters of 20 minutes.
● Teams change ends at the
end of each quarter.
● Players kick or hand-pass
the ball to teammates to move
the ball to their scoring end of
the field.
● On the boundary line at
opposing ends are four posts,
two goal posts, set 6.4m apart
and two behind posts each set
6.4m either side of the main
posts.
● Points are scored by kicking
goals and behinds. When the
football is kicked between the
two middle goalposts it is a
goal worth six points and
when the ball is kicked
through the outside goalposts
it is a behind worth one point.
● There are designated posi-
tions but players are free to
move anywhere in the field.
● There are five general areas
of play, referred to as a “line –
Full Forward, Half Forward,
Centre, Half Back and Full
Back. Three players form each
line and are usually designat-
ed as being in the left, centre
or right position in each
line.

but later it spread to other
parts of the country.

At first Australian football
was concentrated in Victoria

Aussie Rules is a brand of football that is uniquely ours
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International Rules
International Rules Football is a hybrid
sport invented so that Australian
football players (Aussie Rules) can
play the Irish (Gaelic football). There
are no regular club games, just one-off
games or tournaments. Games have
been played since 1967, and since
1998 played annually except for the
2007 series which was cancelled over
concerns the Aussies were getting a
bit too violent in 2012.
The rules are a compromise
between the two football codes. A
round ball, as used in Gaelic football,
is used (compared to the oval AFL
ball). The games are played on a
rectangular (Gaelic football) field,
rather than the oval of AFL. Players get
to tackle, but only between the
shoulders and thighs (not permitted in
Gaelic football). The goals are two
large posts and two small posts, as in
Aussie Rules, though a crossbar and
goal net is incorporated as in Gaelic
football. Putting the ball into the goal
net receives six points, over the cross
bar three points, and between a large
post and a small post one point.
Australia will field an all-Indigenous
team for its International Rules Series
(IRS) against Ireland in late October.

Did you know?
1. Geoffrey Blainey noted in his
Shorter History of Australia, that
Australia was possibly “the first
country in the world to give a high
emphasis on spectator sports”.
2. On January 26, 1981, the Australian
Institute of Sport (AIS) was officially

opened. It is Australia’s
main sports training
institute offering 36
programs in 26 sports.
3. The Melbourne Cricket
Ground (MCG) is the largest
sporting venue in Australia based
on the maximum number of

spectators it can hold.

Tip on Playing Sport
Stretching before practice and
games can release muscle
tension and help prevent

injuries.
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FUN FACTS
● A classic feature of Aussie Rules is the high marking. A
mark is awarded when a player catches a kick that has
travelled at least 15m on the full. The term ‘mark’ is thought
to have come from an Aboriginal word ‘memarka’ which
means ‘to catch’.
● The first Australian Rules football club formed was the
Melbourne Football Club in 1858.
● In 1886 a South Melbourne v Geelong game attracted a
crowd of 34,000 the largest of its time. Now-a -days the AFL
has the highest per capita attendance of any sports league on
the planet.
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